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Content
management,
simpliﬁed.

“Ricoh manages our information, and with the storage and retrieval time saved,
we get to focus on our business – better serving the residents of Digby and councilors.”
–Tom Ossinger, Chief Administrative Ofﬁcer, Town of Digby

Providing value for government organizations
with document-driven processes.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) from Ricoh helps you focus your time and energy where
it really matters: serving your customers.
Streamline information access, manage documents from any device, and auto-classify ﬁles
to comply with records policies. RCloud ECM also lets you integrate with other municipal
information systems, automate approval processes, and manage the Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Harness the power of RCloud Enterprise
Content Management today.

Learn how Ricoh makes information work for you.

rcloudservices.ricoh.ca
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Featured Partners
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Lenovo ThinkServer RD350
A Highly eﬃcient,1U rack server, loaded with built-in
features at a great price.

HP ProLiant DL60 Gen9
Price Performance for Budget
Constrained Environments.

SAVE $600 WITH
INSTANT SAVINGS
SAVE $500 WITH
INSTANT SAVINGS

TOPSELLER

The Lenovo® ThinkServer® RD350 blends outstanding
ﬂexibility and expandability and is ideal for customers
requiring high performance in a space constrained
environment. New intuitive management tools help you
increase productivity, reduce operational cost and lower
overall total cost of ownership.

CDW 3715821

CDW 3595476

WAS: $2,149.00
NOW:

$1,549

The HP ProLiant DL60 Gen9 Server provides the right
density, performance and manageability for ﬁle and
print, messaging, collaboration workloads and cloud
environments. All in a compact 1U chassis at an
aﬀordable price to meet the needs of cost conscious
service providers and SMBs.

.001

· Eight-core Intel®Xeon® E5-2630v3 processor (2.40GHz)
· Memory: 8GB std., 256 GB max.
· Hard Drive: none ship std.; up to 16 3.5” hot-swappable
SAS/SATA drive bays available
· RAID 0,1,10 controller

$1,202 .99
· 1 x Xeon E5-2603V3 / 1.6 GHz
· RAM 8 GB
· Smart Buy

WE GET I.T.
Brick by brick, byte by byte, your data storage needs expand every day—and your available space continues to shrink. Years of
patchwork remodeling have left data centers with redundant and incompatible systems. Aging infrastructure also struggles
under the weight of new cloud, mobility, security, Big Data, and storage solutions.
Your CDW Canada account team and solution architects can rebuild your data center on a rock-solid foundation. After assessing
your needs, we'll draw on CDW Canada's vendor partnerships like HP and Lenovo and your existing resources to bring your data
center optimization blueprint to life.

800.493.7651 | CDW.ca/municipal
1. After instant savings (oﬀer valid through September 30th while supplies last. Pricing is valid for municipal departments only. Oﬀers subject to
CDW’s standard terms and conditions of sale, available at CDW.ca. ©2015 CDW LLC. CDW ® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT ™ are trademarks of
CDW, LLC. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners.
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❭❭Keeping in Touch
MAXIMIZE VALUE FOR MEMBERS
scale. That mission remains the same,

experience more often and to more members

but how we deliver value to members must

across the province.

constantly evolve.

By Barbara Davey,
President, MISA BC

Education is an important membership

Our members are a diverse group. Our

offering. We will reach out to members to

local government organizations come in all

better understand their needs and partner with

sizes and while there are many common-

other chapters and with vendors to provide

alities, there are also unique needs. The

those offerings. The use of readily available

IT professionals in the large organizations

technology, in particular webinars, will allow

may focus on vision and strategy, relying on

us to provide cost effective solutions.

staff to develop and execute tactical plans,

MISA BC Forum has historically been a

while the IT professionals in the small organ-

tremendously valuable medium for members

izations are responsible for vision, strategy,

to communicate. The switch away from our

tactics and execution. We need to provide

own forum to LinkedIn has presented some

opportunities that serve both the common

challenges. Some members are fundamen-

and the unique needs.

tally opposed to the use of LinkedIn while

Our vendor associate organizations are

others are uncomfortable posting their needs

HAT ARE YOUR busi-

valuable partners. Local government organ-

and challenges across the country. We will

ness objectives? What is

izations rely heavily on the products and

explore ways to meet those challenges so that

the business value? What

services vendors offer as well as industry

we can deliver the value that forum provides

benefits do you plan to rec-

and trend information vendors bring to the

to all members.

ognize? As Information Technology

table. Providing opportunities for vendors

All MISA chapters, as well as MISA/ASIM

Professionals, we constantly pose these

to interact with local government organiza-

Canada, are staffed by volunteers, a very pre-

questions to the business units as we evalu-

tions allows the vendors to better understand

cious and valuable resource. As such, MISA

ate, select, prioritize and fund competing

local government IT challenges and needs,

BC has an obligation to use them wisely. In the

IT investment requests through our gov-

which in turn results in better products

same way that members collaborate on solu-

ernance processes. In the same way that

and services.

tions for the business units and citizens that

IT is inundated with requests for precious
and scarce resources, and constantly

How does MISA BC provide these
opportunities?

we serve, MISA BC will seek opportunities
to collaborate with other chapters and with

works towards expending those resources

MISA BC fall conference is our flagship

MISA/ASIM Canada, thereby maximizing the

efficiently and effectively where the most

event. It attracts over 400 delegates, 50

use of volunteer resources while still retaining

value is to be derived, our members are

exhibit booths and is an intense whirlwind

the essence of MISA BC.

besieged with demands for their time and

of sharing, information exchange, network-

Collaboration, networking, sharing and

must decide where they can recognize the

ing and support that continues long after the

support are where MISA BC offers value to

most value.

conference has wrapped up. We will continue

our membership. When we deliver that value

to uphold our standard of excellence and work

through the above opportunities we will attract

to attract more municipal attendees.

new members, which in turn creates value.

MISA BC was formed over 20 years ago
to promote greater co-operation among local
government staff in the IT field by shar-

MISA BC Spring Workshop provides a more

MISA BC’s objective is to be the organization

ing information and developing common

intimate opportunity for learning in a hands

of choice when IT professionals decide where

solutions on a broader and cost-effective

on setting. We will explore ways to offer this

to spend their precious time.
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Social, Mobile,
Analytics and Cloud
– for government?

You bet.
Enable a connected, productive workplace
engaged in the highest level of service,
adhering to Canadian data security standards,
with innovative technology.
Unit4 provides a fully-integrated Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) solution specifically
designed for dynamic local governments
striving for transparency and collaboration.
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unit4software.com/public-sector
Email: info@unit4software.com
Tel: 1-877-704-5974

In business for people.

❭❭Column
MUNICIPAL NEWS ACROSS CANADA
City of Fort Saskatchewan
Recognized for Excellence
Government website innovator Vision Internet recognized four

Mississauga Approves Open
Data Policy Connecting Citizens
to City’s Information

cities for excellence in online innovation, visual impact, citizen
engagement and transparency.
The 2015 winners of Vision Internet’s “What’s Next”
Awards are:

At its June 24th Council meeting, a new corporate policy and
procedure for the City’s Open Data program was approved. The
policy enables data to be published in easy, accessible formats
adopted by other governments and agencies globally.

• City of Baytown, Texas, baytown.org – Online Innovation
• City of Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada, fortsask.ca –
Visual Impact

The City started publishing urban planning data sets in March 2010.
The information provided looked at population, demographics, census
information, development monitoring, growth forecasts, housing,

• City of Reno, Nevada, reno.gov – Citizen Engagement

employment, land use, vacant lands and the environment.

• City of Chula Vista, California, chulavistaca.gov –

“City data sets can be very valuable because they contain

Transparency

useful information that can be used for research, software, app

The City of Fort Saskatchewan received the What’s Next

and website development or for new business opportunities,” said

Visual Impact award for creating an inviting digital window

the City’s Director, Information Technology and Chief Information

that promotes area attractions to boost the local economy. To

Officer, Shawn Slack. “Citizens, businesses, app developers,

highlight the natural beauty of the community, the website

urban planners or those who are interested in analysing data can

homepage features locally sourced photographs. Four sets of

look for innovative ways to improve City programs and services

seasonal photographs are updated throughout the year, keeping

helping to make the community stronger.”

the website looking and feeling fresh. Community feedback has

To find a complete inventory of the City’s publications and

been overwhelmingly positive, noting the beauty of the site and

Open Data catalogue, please visit: www.mississauga.ca/portal/

ease of navigation.

residents/mississaugadata.

●
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We did it.
A leader again.
Gartner, Inc. released the latest Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Network Firewalls, and
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❭❭Feature
CONNECTIONS MADE

AT MISA ONTARIO

2015 CONFERENCE

B

Y DEFINITION, THE “Internet

Now. In White’s estimation, there is some $19

struggling with devices that let us accomplish

of Things” is about connectivity,

trillion worth of potential economic benefit to

things faster than ever while simultaneously

about the exchange of data and

be had in connecting things that are currently

being our greatest distraction.

the creation of opportunities for

unconnected. That’s big! Different, he pointed

Canadian women’s hockey player and

direct integration between the physical world

out, is not the infrastructure, not the sensors

Olympic gold-medallist Hayley Wickenheiser

and computer-based systems. Analogous to

or cameras or digitization, but rather how we

addressed the conference-goers on the clos-

that, MISA Ontario’s 2015 conference on

do business. Different will be seen in changes

ing day. Wickenheiser, who has represented

that theme saw connectivity of individuals,

to how we do business caused by convergence

Canada at five Olympic Games, likened

exchange of data among peers and the cre-

of information technology and operational

the roles of athletes and IT professionals:

ation of opportunities for integration among

technology. The now factor, said White, was

both involve a great deal of toil in obscur-

IT professionals from across Ontario.

the very audience members gathered to hear

ity, with the expectation of outstanding per-

Undeterred by the unusually chilly late

him speak: IT professionals who are cur-

formance on demand. IT professionals, like

spring rain that poured down on the City of

rently making changes in their individual

athletes, must be ready to shine the moment

London, MISA members struck out to the

workplaces, capturing data and finding ways

that they are needed. Sharing her gripping,

Thames Valley Golf Course on Sunday mor-

to put it good use.

and often humourous, recollections of the

ning. Players made it through some nine

Tech journalist Jesse Brown, well

2014 gold-medal match between the Canadian

holes before the inclement weather caused

known for his Canadaland podcast, opened

and U.S. women’s hockey teams, Wickenheiser

the course to be closed and the dampened

Tuesday’s activities with a broad discussion

reflected on the importance of staying in the

delegates returned to their hotel. The dele-

of the changing role of technology in our

present and not being consumed by one’s work.

gates who chose the walking tour of downtown

lives. Tech journalists, he noted, don’t report

“We are not what we do,” she observed, adding

London as their Sunday activity fared a little

what’s happened but try to predict what will

that even the ecstasy of winning a gold medal

better, with large bright blue MISA-branded

come next. But no one, he added, ever pre-

did not outweigh the satisfaction of getting

umbrellas to shelter them from the elements.

dicted that the modern invention that would

the job done.

change the world would be the mobile phone.

Keynotes

With the overwhelming majority of people

AGM and Awards

The conference and its accompany-

now connected through smart phones, we are

MISA Ontario members turned their focus

ing trade show of 80 vendors opened on

continuously figuring out how to integrate

inward at the Annual General Meeting.

Monday June 1, with a keynote address from

these devices into our personal, professional

President Dan Munns shared updates from

Chris White, Senior Vice President at Cisco,

and social lives. By being constantly con-

the year past, including the Association’s

who summed up his thoughts on the Internet

nected to the Internet, the greatest library of

financial position (positive and up-to-date

of Everything with three words: Big. Different.

information ever created, we find ourselves

with all financial filings, thanks to the efforts
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of retiring Treasurer Garry Bezruki) and an
overview of the Strategic Plan created in
2009. The goal to position the Association as
the community for municipal IT professionals
is being met, as MISA Ontario membership continues to be seen as an investment that saves members time and money,
creates networks and communities, and
provides opportunities to share and expand
knowledge through events and professional
development. Munns officially passed the
reins of the association to incoming president
Christine Swenor, and the new board of directors, made up of Connie McCutcheon,
Catherine Baldelli, Matt Caplin, Ron St.
Onge, April Towns, Jann MacDonald,
Morgan Calvert, and Geoff Hogan, along with
Partner Representatives Timothy Schnare
and Patsy Swanson, was approved by the
assembled membership.
Following the day’s sessions, the MISA
Outgoing MISA
Ontario President
Dan Munns passes the
gavel to new President
Christine Swenor

Ontario Awards Banquet filled the Grand
Ballroom of the Hilton London. The annual
awards celebrate the many contributions that
members make to the association, their municipalities and the profession. The Excellence
in Municipal Systems awards recognize successful innovations in municipal IT; honoured this year were the City of Ottawa for
its “Free Public WiFi Initiative”; the City of
Burlington for its “eGovernment Program”;
the Town of Milton for its “Electronic Dog

David Laneville of
the City of Timmins
receives MISA
Ontario’s Lifetime
Membership Award
from Dan Munns

Licensing Initiative”; the City of Kitchener
for its “easyConsent Initiative”; and the Town
of Newmarket for its “Bids & Tendering –
Electronic Tendering Initiative.”
Individual contributions were also recognized: Compugen was named Partner of the

All photos courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

Year for its support of MISA Ontario and a
Special Recognition Award was presented to
Matt Caplin for his leadership and management of multiple initiatives within the City
MISA Ontario 2015
Board of Directors

of Windsor, as well as his personal contribution to the MISA Ontario organization.
Grey County’s Geoff Hogan was awarded
the prestigious Regena Lerke Award for his
individual service to MISA that exemplifies Regena’s spirit of working “beyond the
call” with humour and humanity, making a

MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | September 2015
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difference to the organization and its members. Harry Turnbull with the City of Windsor
was honoured with the Roy Wiseman Award
in recognition of his role as a role model
and mentor within the MISA community.
MISA Ontario’s Lifetime Membership award
is presented infrequently; it recognizes an
individual who has made significant personal contributions to MISA Ontario over a
span of many years. This year’s recipient was
David Laneville with the City of Timmins.
David has been an active volunteer for over

Volunteers from County of
Middlesex and City of London
worked hard to make the event
run smoothly

30 years including 20 years as the association’s Treasurer. Congratulations to David
and to all of this year’s award winners.

Sessions and Socials
The sessions at this year’s conference ranged
from the technical (Learning Your WAI to
Web, presented by eSolutions) to the geographical (The Open Gov Tour – One Man’s
Journey Across Canada to Raise Awareness
Tech journalist and Canadaland
founder Jesse Brown addresses
delegates

about Open Government & Open Data, presented by the Region of Peel) and covered
everything in between. The conference theme
had municipalities sharing their visions and
innovations on open data, tablets in the workplace, and eBidding options. Partners preIT’s role from support to business leader, the
evolution of the smart city, and the changing
role of IT departments in the age of the
Internet of Things. The value of the topics

President Christine Swenor
thanks Hayley Wickenheiser
for her inspiring keynote address

was evident as delegates packed the breakout
rooms, asked incisive questions, and carried
conversations out of the sessions and into
the foyers.
The social events, from the gala dinner to
the mingling on trade show floor, were equally
well attended and delegates connected with

issue without causing much disruption,” said

it a shot. You will be happily surprised with

peers from across the province. Conference

Calvert. Hopcroft added, “The relationships

the warm welcome that the MISA family will

co-chairs Morgan Calvert of the County of

that were developed throughout organizing

give you. I was a first-timer once and not all

Middlesex and Grant Hopcroft of the City

the conference were rewarding, especially

that long ago either. One of the best things I

of London were pleased with how smoothly

overcoming challenges and enjoying each

did was embrace the MISA community. They

the event went, and praised their team of 15

other’s successes.”

have a lot to offer in terms of long-lasting

volunteers who worked hard in the months and

To municipal IT professionals consid-

friendships, highly motivated professionals

weeks leading up to the conference. “Each

ering attending next year’s MISA Ontario

and a great community that is constantly push-

time something came up, the host committee

Conference at Blue Mountain, Calvert has

ing one another to be the best they can be in

was able to come together and overcome the

this to say: “Stop considering and simply give

their fields.”
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All photos courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

sented on topics that ranged from elevating

FOCUSING ON YOUR CUSTOMERS

USING SAVED TIME AND RESOURCES

TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

Every minute you or your team dedicates to IT infrastructure is a minute
away from key projects. Our SaskTel Managed Hosting team will maintain
the IT infrastructure that supports your business so you can focus on what
matters most—your customers.

sasktel.com/managedhosting

❭❭Feature
CITYPARKING APP

TO RESOLVE PARKING ISSUES

IN NORTH VANCOUVER
By Ed Sweeney, Manager, Application and GIS Services, City of North Vancouver

T

HE CITY OF North Vancouver

Resourcing

had been estimated at $100,000 to complete,

is characterized by its small geo-

CityParking, the project initiated to build the

will be delivered for less $10,000, and result

graphical area, but dense popula-

two applications, was staffed using internal

in two additional internal Rails developers.

tion, with a high percentage of

resources and comprised of team members from

multiple family dwellings including many

the Office of the CAO (Information Technology),

Integrations

high rise apartment buildings. As a result,

Finance, Community Development (Bylaw)

The new applications have five integrations

parking enforcement has become an increas-

and Engineering (Traffic) departments. Agile

with other business systems:

ingly critical operation. The delicate balance

methodology was used in the development of

1. Exempt license plate and parking zone

of fairly serving residential and commercial

the application with seven sprints and count-

information from CityParking to the

parking demands amongst increasing num-

less scrums, to date. Sprints are agile meth-

application that serves hand-held park-

bers of cars has led to a more complicated pro-

odology’s equivalent of a project milestone,

ing enforcement devices

cess for permitting. Parking is at a premium

in the form of a working prototype at a cer-

2. Exempt license plate and parking zone

and is a “hot button” issue in the community.

tain date in time. In the high-rolling, hard-

information from CityParking to the appli-

After numerous complaints from the public,

knock life of Silicon Valley, the sprint marks

cation that serves two vehicle-mounted,

to Council and service staff, that the process

the end of development for a set of require-

plate-recognition parking enforcement

for renewing parking permits was onerous and

ments. For our project, that served as more

inconvenient, a decision was made to replace

of a guideline. Dedicated resources would

the existing resident exempt parking permit

have gone a long way in affording a stricter

application with two web applications, one for

adherence to the methodology, but that was

4. License plate owner address informa-

internal use and the other for resident use. The

not the option chosen, and agile is intended

tion from the provincial vehicle registrar

public concerns focused the requirement to

to be flexible.

agency (ICBC) to CityParking

systems
3. Financial transaction data from our cash
receipting software to CityParking

attend City Hall for the initial application for

The project is the second to use the Ruby on

5. Address validation information from the

a permit, and for all subsequent renewals, and

Rails web application framework for the City

internal CityParking application to the

having to provide current documentation to

of North Vancouver. The selection of the Rails

public facing application

prove their residential address and eligibility

framework was based on the ability to produce

for a permit. Complicating the service delivery

robust web applications with a limited amount

Online Service Delivery

was the many exceptions and types of per-

of coding resources. The application code was

The challenge of developing an application

mits allowed for. These include resident, con-

developed by three developers within IT, none

that looks and acts in a manner consistent with

tractor, care-giver, regular visitor and annual

of whom could devote more than a third of

public expectation – a public that has become

visitor permit types, each with their own set of

their time to the six -month project. Two of the

increasingly tech-savvy and demanding of form

restrictions. Another complication is that some

developers had no experience with the Ruby

and function in web applications – is daunting.

addresses are eligible for grandparented rules

language, nor the Rails framework, but quickly

This is especially true when faced with limited

based on their building construction having

came up to speed with their strong technical

resources, and developers whose day job is fine

pre-dated the bylaw restrictions.

backgrounds. The result is that a project that

tuning large enterprise applications, and not

14
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developing for the web. Esthetic graphic design

Responsive and (Maybe) Adaptive

of the application. Fortunately, when we go

work is an area that application developers

Responsive design is the ability for the con-

down that road, the effort to get there will be

typically have a problem with, and many hours

tent to be served regardless of the browser

minimized with this UI selection.

can be spent creating images that are highly

and screen resolution. Alternatively, adaptive

amusing, but unusable.

design is the delivery of content as a best

Current Status

A similar story can be told about public

fit to layouts that are designed for a specific

For the internal application, real-time inte-

facing business processes. The challenge of

screen resolution. Adaptive and responsive

gration with ICBC for registered vehicle

creating an online process that can be com-

content delivery is not mutually exclusive,

information is currently under development,

pleted by the vast majority of the public with

but if a selection between the two has to be

along with renewal reminder mail-outs, and

limited frustration is counter to the manner

made, responsive is likely the best choice. The

a cash receipting integration. The challenge

enterprise applications operate. Enterprise

limited resources available for this project

of limiting the number of new backlog items

applications – the systems that our analyst/

made the selection of styling a key element,

(Adaptive’s version of scope creep), is being

developers deal with day-to-day, require

and ease of implementation was the central

met, and most of our story solutions have been

extensive training, and processes are com-

consideration. While the core “application in

accepted as complete by the project team. The

plex and may be counter-intuitive. An online

a page” aspect of AngularJS was not some-

internal application is expected to be online

application for a public agency begs for the

thing targeted for this project, the styling of

in September.

qualities of being simple, extensive in its abil-

AngularJS’ version of bootstrap provided a

For the public facing application, the

ity to cater to all or most cases, and complete.

great look and feel. It can be made to be suit-

design is complete. A decision for a depar-

A well-crafted process should allow the public

ably adaptive to the different form factors

ture from agile methodology was made, war-

to go from start to finish with little or no inter-

and is responsive, out of the box, to the many

ranted by the difficulty in representing the

ruption, demand a minimal amount of infor-

different browsers and resolutions that call for

users’ perspective in the project team, and

mation, and work in a vast majority of cases.

pages from a contemporary web application.

the requirement to provide an easy to follow,

To meet these requirements, a web master

Leveraging the resources of Twitter (boot-

web-enabled permitting process, accessible

from our Communications department was

strap), and Google’s (AngularJS) flavour of

to all members of the public. The application

seconded in a role as an analyst responsible

bootstrap css, seemed like a good bet. The

is under development and expected to be

for the wire frame and process dialogue design.

combination provided great styling with only

online in November 2015.

Kristin Wilkes, Manager of IT for the city,

minimal effort, especially in conjunction with

explaining the need, focused on the user experi-

Rails’ built in support for Sass (Syntactically

Ed Sweeney is the Manager, Application and

ence, “We felt that a critical success factor for

Awesome Style Sheets). The end result was

GIS Services at the City of North Vancouver.

this project was in the creation of a dialogue

a look with which we were comfortable.

He has over twenty years of experience as a

with the public that was not frustrating and con-

Adaptive design’s requirement for creating

developer, analyst, consultant and manager in

veyed a professional, service oriented process,

many different layouts to meet common screen

airline and utilities industries, and local gov-

and to achieve that we had to include people

resolutions would have been beyond our pro-

ernment. Ed holds a BA in Political Science

from outside of our immediate department for

ject resources. An adaptive design offers more

from Simon Fraser University and a Diploma

the best, whole solution.” The resulting design

certainty of the customer experience, but in

of Technology from BCIT. He can be reached

is professional looking, intuitive and complete.

our case, will be deferred until future versions

at esweeney@cnv.org.
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❭❭Feature

EXPANDING
CUSTOMER OPTIONS

WITH ONLINE SERVICES
By Rosaline Wood, City of Airdrie and Derek Antosh, City of Airdrie

I

N THE LAST four years, the City of

prefer to come into City Hall, a single cus-

single person. Furthermore, we have an abil-

Airdrie has delivered a series of pro-

tomer service administrator now handles the

ity to better manage growth pressures without

jects with the purpose of establishing the

customer’s inquiry, from beginning to end.

adding more staff.

City’s E-Government framework. This is

This initiative has also benefited the City

Improving the customer experience was the

a transformational business strategy that has

in numerous ways. Whether the customer

result of evaluating and enhancing our own

allowed the City to leverage the web to provide

transaction is performed online or in-house,

processes. Alignment between in-person and

extraordinary customer service that meets cus-

our systems are updated immediately and pro-

online processes was critical to this project’s

tomer needs while lowering operating costs.

vide real-time access to customer information

success. This was achieved through a front-

The first project was accomplished in 2012 with

across multiple departments. Manual business

end data entry model. Customer information is

the launch of our redesigned website followed

processes have been updated by using tech-

now entered into our systems at the time of the

by the implementation of CityView in 2013 to

nology to manage process workflows, and we

transaction and we are no longer dependent on

manage our enforcement and licensing records.

have distributed work to ease the pressures

departmental staff to update customer records

With these foundational items in place, we

where a business function had rested with a

after the transaction or payment is received.

shifted our efforts towards enhancing the customer experience and aligning our in-person
and online services. Our Customer Service
Initiative (CSI) has enabled us to introduce a
number of customer benefits while addressing
a number of staff efficiencies.
When our customers came into City Hall,
they were sent between service counters or
buildings to get the information they required.
In several instances this also meant they
left empty-handed and often were forced to
schedule another personal day from work to
return and complete their transaction. Now,
our customers have more options. They have
24/7 access to manage and pay for a single
or multiple services online. And, if they still
16
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Data cleanup was also essential, particularly our municipal addressing records as
most of our services are dependent on this key

• Pay bylaw tickets;

introducing online services into a separate zone

• Pay utility bills or print historical

on the firewall. This approach has provided

statements;

information. Collaboration between our GIS,

• Renter managed utility accounts;

Assessment, Taxation, and Utilities teams

• Pay your property taxes using Interac

resulted in updating over 22,000 munici-

the City with greater control and transparency
while securing and isolating all connections to
®

online (available to customers banking with

pal address records across three systems

participating financial institutions only);

to eliminate gaps and redundancies in our

• View current tax notice and review tax

data. Furthermore, this once-manual process
for staff has now been automated, and these
departmental systems integrated, ensuring
data consistency and accuracy.

statements;
• Review current assessment notice and
reports; and
• Request and pay for tax certificates (Law

Our online service management tool,

these applications from all other City of Airdrie
systems in the event of an intrusion.
Web codes, unique to each customer and
service, are also used for an added layer of
security when customers link and manage City
services online through MyAirdrie.
To collect payments for all online transactions, we use Beanstream’s secure gateway

firms only).

and do not store payment card information

MyAirdrie, was developed in-house and pro-

Delivering online services required the

on our servers. This allows Airdrie to offer

vides customers with the ability to conduct

City to assess our infrastructure and data

customers the convenience of three payment

business with the City electronically and at

security models. For this, we obtained advice

methods for online services: credit card,

their convenience. Customers have the abil-

from PwC on our environment and engaged

Interac®, and Visa debit (except Taxes where

ity to link and manage multiple city-services

Digital Boundary to perform web application

we only accept Visa debit). A receipt is issued

through one account, including:

penetration tests to determine whether vul-

upon successful payment, the payment his-

• Apply for or renew dog licenses;

nerabilities exist in those operating systems,

tory is available online to the customer, and

• Apply for or renew business licenses;

application platforms and databases that would

our financial system is updated immediately.

• Request dog tag replacements;

be accessed through MyAirdrie. The City

We have truly opened the doors for our

• Update business information;

chose to isolate those applications affected by

customers to manage City-services anytime,
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anywhere, regardless of the technology used.

core business hours electronically has been

The interface is easy to use and offers seam-

validated with the following additional results:

less integration with both Diamond and

• 45 per cent of online payments are been

CityView. Both customers and staff benefit

made after core business hours

Collectively, these results equate to nearly
90 days of saved staff time.
As exciting as these results are, it
hasn’t always been smooth sailing. Our

from up-to-date information. In addition to

• over 41 per cent of residential dwellings have

staff know their business! And frankly,

the customer tools in MyAirdrie, we have

created accounts to date (assuming one per

they didn’t care what role other departments

household – using 2014 census data)

played to deliver a service to our custom-

created business management tools for
our staff to quickly look up and support
customer inquiries.

• over 20 per cent of business licenses are
linked

ers. Likewise, our customers don’t care who
or what is involved to get the results they

Since the December 1st launch, we are

• over 27 per cent of utility accounts are

need. To address this silo effect, we held

averaging 700 new MyAirdrie accounts on

linked since our December 1 launch (using

working sessions with all affected depart-

a monthly basis. The decision to extend our

2014 census data)

ments to get consensus on decisions and our
approach. This helped raise awareness while
increasing their understanding that success
was dependent upon working collectively. It
also helped the departments to recognize
related business processes, data flow, and
data dependencies.
The project team applied change management practices to address staff resistance to
changing business processes as the result of
introducing online services. On more than one
occasion, the project team was advised that
“the proposed changes are not going to work”
or that “the current process isn’t broken so
why change it.” Yet in other areas, we couldn’t
implement the changes fast enough. You would
think this was a good problem to have but, as

Harness the insight and experience of 30,000+ IT professionals at Info-Tech
Research Group. We turn best practices research into action – with stepby-step blueprints to tackle your key projects and build core IT processes.

time went on, these delays resulted in water
cooler talk and a lot of speculation. It didn’t
matter what updates came from the project
team, staff wanted to hear directly from their

»Make decisions based on data
driven research, not instinct
»Proactively manage stakeholders
with CIO Business Vision

»Get inside your CEO’s head
with CEO-CIO Alignment

» Gauge app effectiveness with App.
Portfolio Assessment

»Evaluate vendors

Team Leader or Manager how the changes
would impact them.

»Optimize your spend on
software licensing

What’s next for us? We are currently
working with a handful of our large volume
builders and contractors to submit permit
applications online.
The Customer Service Initiative has given

Join today at www.infotech.com
Sabina Visser,

General Manager
Information Technology
City of Lethbridge

“

our customers more choice and flexibility in
the ways they conduct their business with the

Our IT Department has worked with Info-Tech for a number
of years. Their high calibre consultants have helped our
organization move IT initiatives forward by providing a
breadth of knowledge both in the relevant industry and
experiences with other organizations. It’s a great partnership.

”

City. Online or in-person, the transaction is
now more efficient and effective; for both our
customer and the City.

●

Rosaline Wood is an IT Project Manager for
the City of Airdrie, Alberta.
Derek Antosh is a Web Developer with the City
of Airdrie, Alberta.
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❭❭Feature

ONLINE LOOKUP
TOOLS EASE CONGESTION AT

CITY OF TORONTO CALL CENTRE
By James Careless, special to Municipal Interface

E

VERY DAY, THE City of Toronto

Most, if not all, of these self-serve online

At present, the City of Toronto does not

Revenue Services’ call centre

contacts are diverting calls away from our

have its own online payment portal, although

fields thousands and thousands of

Call Centre, allowing us to provide better ser-

the administration is considering creating

phone calls from people checking

vice for callers while keeping online contacts

one in the future. Mindful that account hold-

happy as well.”

ers are open to making payments when they

on their property taxes, utility (water service/
solid waste) management bills, and outstand-

are using the lookup tools, Revenue Services

ing parking tickets. To help reduce waiting

Keeping It Simple

provides links to major banking websites.

times and improve service for callers, Revenue

All three of the City of Toronto’s online

Account holders can visit their respective

Services undertook in 2014 to develop online

Lookup Tools are simple, straightforward

online bank, and make electronic payments

“Lookup Tools” for these three areas – and

online applications that do what they are

for property tax and/or utility bills to the City

the department has delivered. With the pro-

asked to do. The Property Tax Lookup “lets

of Toronto there.

gramming help of the City’s Information &

users find out what they owe on their account,

Technology Division (I&T), Revenue Services

when their next payment is due, and how

Design Considerations

is now offering “Property Tax Lookup,”

much their last payment to the account

In designing the City of Toronto’s lookup tools,

“Utility Account Lookup” and “Parking Ticket

was,” said Brendon. “The Utility Account

the I&T division wanted to avoid the irritations

Lookup” through the department’s website at

Lookup lets them see the same kind of data,

associated with other online lookup tools. This

www1.toronto.ca. Featuring a consistent look

plus how much they can save by making an

is why the City of Toronto site does not require

and simple icons, all three sites provide easy

early payment to their account – because

users to create new accounts and passwords.

yet secure access to the relevant Revenue

we offer such discounts.” Because The City

“We came up with a way that would grant

Services’ databases, so that account holders

of Toronto allows utility account holders to

access without resorting to registering for a

can check their personal account balances

designate third parties to receive and pay

login (for) ... recipients of our bills or parking

and payment status without waiting in a tele-

these accounts directly – such as landlords

tickets,” said Lucy Gizzo. I&T’s Manager of

phone queue.

having utility bills sent directly to their ten-

Business Application Services. “This was

ants – the lookup tool also supports checking

accomplished by asking a number of ques-

on and revising this designation status.

tions that only the bill recipients or parking

“The Utility Account Lookup soft-launched
in December 15, 2014, followed by the Parking
Ticket Lookup on April 10, 2015, and the

The City of Toronto’s Parking Ticket Lookup

Property Tax Lookup on May 21, 2015,” said

lets users see “how many outstanding tickets

Casey Brendon, Director of Revenue Services.

they have, when the tickets are due, and how

I&T also wanted the three lookup tools to

“Right now the Utility Account site is getting

much they owe,” said Casey Brendon. “It also

be compatible with the look and feel of the

2,000 hits a week, the Parking Ticket site is

lets me know where I can pay my tickets if I

current City website; be AODA-compliant,

getting 3,000 hits a week, and the Property

choose to, or when and where my court date is

mobile-friendly, plus provide Revenue

Tax site is getting 5,000-6,000 hits a week.

if I have requested a trial to contest the ticket.”

Services with the flexibility to maintain the

20
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ticket holder would know before displaying
the information.”

site content. “With the use of Web Content
Management (WCM), all of the requirements
were met, and with the added benefit of shortened development time,” Gizzo said. “The
user interface uses HTML5 technology that
offers excellent usability from a customer
standpoint. As well, the pages adapt to different screen sizes on different devices; making
it mobile friendly.”
For the record, the lookup tools’ architecture
has a WCM front end talking to a middle integration tier hosted by SAG WebMethods, which
in turn communicates with the back office systems for input validation and information delivery. “This is the first time we used this method
as oppose to the traditional Java server page
approach,” said Gizzo. “To address security
and privacy concerns over this new approach,
each lookup service engaged an external security firm to perform a vulnerability assessment
at the end of the development cycle.”

A Win-Win Situation
The City of Toronto’s deployment of these
lookup tools is proving to be a boon to account
holders and the City’s Revenue Services
department.

Beyond this, being able to access their

customers more than justifies the effort,” said

“Our billings may be difficult for some

accounts online 24/7 is far more convenient

Casey Brendon. “The public’s quick uptake

citizens to keep track of, given that we do not

than calling the City’s Revenue Services

of these online tools after we announced

issue monthly billings,” Brendon said. “For

department during business hours. “Of

them – we soft-launched first to allow

instance, we bill our utility account holders

course, the online lookup tools can’t deal with

debugging – speaks for itself.”

three times a year, and property tax bills are

complex issues, but they were never meant

The City of Toronto is now exploring setting

issued only twice each year. If someone makes

to,” said Brendon. “Online lookup can handle

up a similar online service to request a prop-

a late payment or misses a fee on their last

simple requests for account balances and pay-

erty tax or utility certificate, to provide faster,

bill, they may not realize that their account

ment histories, leaving our trained call centre

simpler service to home buyers/sellers, their

is in arrears, or that late payment charges

staff to focus on more complex questions that

lawyers, and real estate agents that need these

are accumulating. Being able to check their

require human assistance.”

documents. “We are also considering how to

accounts online gives our account holders

Obviously, the City of Toronto benefits by

aggregate all of our online lookup and pay-

more control over their bills, as well as more

having taxpayers self-serve many of their

ment functions into an integrated platform,”

convenience.”

account questions. But it is not just a mat-

Brendon said. “This would be an online place

The Parking Ticket Lookup is a great way

ter of reducing call centre volumes: online

where a taxpayer can see and work with all of

for a Toronto drivers to keep track of parking

account access allows the call centre to

their city accounts on the same page.”

tickets – and avoiding having their license

respond quicker to people who do call in,

One thing is clear: For the City of Toronto

renewal denied due to a forgotten unpaid

while the online tools satisfy users that prefer

Revenue Services department, “the proven

ticket. Seeing their tickets online, when they

this method at the same time.

usefulness and quick adoption of our existing

have access to electronic payment, also motiv-

“Even though developing and deploying

three lookup tools has shown us that online

ates many drivers to just pay their outstanding

the three lookup tools in-house did cost sev-

customer service is definitely the way to go,”

fines and be done with them. This is good for

eral hundred thousand dollars, the payoff

said Casey Brendon. “This is a cost-effective

the drivers, and the City of Toronto.

in managing call volumes and satisfying

IT solution that works.”
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❭❭Feature

MAKING

ONLINE MAPS
ACCESSIBLE
By Hugh Williams

T

HE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY

YorkMaps in Brief…

this, the sixth version of YorkMaps: to enable

of York (York Region) is commit-

With several applications using dozens of

use from mobile devices (such as phones and

ted to making its online services

map layers and tens of thousands of mapped

tablets); and to comply with accessibility
legislation.

and information accessible to

features, YorkMaps (www.yorkmaps.ca) has

people with disabilities. For YorkMaps – the

been helping recreationalists, realtors, land

The YorkMaps interface technology could

Region’s online map-based information ser-

owners, students, and many more through-

not support these requirements, so the branch

vice – this meant re-building the interface

out York Region and beyond access and use

looked to the vendor community. Latitude’s

with new mapping technology the Region

information for over 15 years.

Geocortex Essentials was identified as hav-

helped create.

ing most of the required functionality already

Win-Win

available out-of-the-box. It also supported

accessible to someone who can’t see is by

The Region’s Geographic Information Services

responsive design and therefore a mobile-

definition difficult! Maps communicate

Branch (GISB) had two main objectives for

ready interface; and could be configured to

Making a map-based information system

because they present complex information
visually. Furthermore, these maps aren’t
static pictures. They are infinitely variable
and contain information about features shown
on the map – from lakes and townships at
one scale to land parcels and bus stops in
another. For someone with a sight-related or
other disability, basic online mapping functionality such as zooming in, or finding and
identifying what’s on the screen presents
unique challenges of the data and the system. To create an accessible YorkMaps, the
interface needed to be re-thought from the
perspective of the information being presented and new approaches were needed,
including keyboard-based navigation, menubased functionality, and feature tags for
screen readers.
22

Focus group testing with people with various disabilities
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“One nice surprise is that some of our team now love to use the new keyboard shortcuts and tabbing within the screen. The new keyboard-based navigation actually
provides better accuracy when measuring.” — Rica Saporta, GISB, York Region.

handle workflow requirements in business

their opportunity to help with YorkMaps,”

near-perfect so the accessibility supporting

applications. However, accessibility compli-

noted Lois Davies, York Region’s Accessibility

technologies, such as the ChromeVox screen

ance was missing. Latitude was keen to work

program manager.

reader utility, can parse it properly.

with the Region to add accessibility func-

Even though the beta version tested

There’s a lot behind being “accessible.”

tionality to their core software, so a win-win

was accessible and compliant with the

YorkMaps is a good and technically compli-

relationship was established.

requirements set out in the Accessibility for

ant example, but there’s still more that can and

As York Region’s GISB Director

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), the

will be done. By being built on the Geocortex

John Houweling explains, “This platform

YRAAC identified some design issues that

Essentials platform which is now AODA com-

made it possible for YorkMaps to be re-built

affected the usability. For instance, YRAAC

pliant (WCAG 2.0) as a result of this project,

as both a mobile-friendly and accessible solu-

noted a problem with the buttons and the

future upgrades will either appear as part of the

tion in a very short time. We also got a vendor

way the screen reader interpreted them; they

software or they will be relatively easy to build.

highly committed to our success. We were an

had difficulty activating map layers; and

For a blind or partially-sighted person

ideal client for them – with an experienced,

they showed that tools, popups and search

using YorkMaps, information about the

talented team and with user requirements

results needed to be easier to find. They also

onscreen map is presented by the screen

that would help them expand their solution.

made great suggestions for improvements. For

reader, so when the map loads, the user is

If every municipality is going to need mobile-

instance, a suggestion was made to have a

told the map’s extent, and that there are two

friendly and accessible online mapping sys-

layer turned on based on search results; so,

hospitals, one mall, etc. Map layer informa-

tems, then we were a willing and interested

if the name of a public school is searched,

tion is read associated with the layer that is

partner to help get that trend started!”

the schools layer would automatically be

being searched, so if the user searches for

turned on.

a school, that layer turns on. Keyboard tab-

The Solution

Claudia continued: “The focus group

“The provincial government’s accessibility

testing of the site was critical in ensuring

legislation gave us the requirements, but we

our final product was both accessibility and

had to figure out how to do it, and do it in a way

user-friendly.”

that made the most sense to the user,” explains

bing moves the user quickly from one field
of information to the next.

Final Thoughts
Houweling sums it up. “By making YorkMaps

Claudia Letea, the project lead. “We worked

What Does Compliance Involve?

accessible to people with disabilities we’ve

with the vendor to establish the key require-

Creating YorkMaps to be accessible meant

opened web mapping up to a new and sig-

ments for accessibility and then supported

redesigning it to meet the needs of all users.

nificant population, and hopefully made it

them throughout the build. Once we had a

For instance, users with poor or no eyesight

easier for other municipalities to do the same.

pre-release version ready, we invited members

likely use a browser with a screen reader and

YorkMaps is a better solution now, not just

of the York Region Accessibility Advisory

therefore need to hear a description for any

because it serves people with disabilities, but

Committee (YRAAC) to a focus group.”

non-text content (a button, image or map fea-

also because of the improvements we’ve made

YRAAC is a committee of mostly people

ture). Someone unable to use a mouse needs

to the underlying system and business logic,

with disabilities who advise Regional Council

to be able to navigate with a keyboard. The

and in the way information is presented.” ●

on making its programs, services and facilities

information needs to be clearly represented

more accessible. “The committee’s advice has

and presented. All the content and form focus

Hugh Williams is communications professional

been instrumental in many regional access-

need to be presented in a meaningful order.

with years of experience in the GIS and web

ibility initiatives and they really appreciated

The underlying HTML/CSS code needs to be

publishing sector.
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SAFE DIGS

IN THE CAPITAL:

HOW THE CITY OF OTTAWA
IMPLEMENTED ON1CALL
WITH RECORD EASE
By Michelle Morra-Carlisle, special to Municipal Interface

B

Y THIS TIME last year, every

including those of municipalities, until June,

of contacting an electric or gas line, water

utility in Ontario was supposed

2014 to comply.

pipe, telephone line or sewer pipe, they

to have joined ON1Call (“Ontario

Prior to this requirement, the City of

didn’t always call every utility concerned.

One Call”) online. The objective

Ottawa received requests for “locates”—

Yet anyone about to dig was legally expected

of the Ontario Underground Infrastructure

the finding and marking of underground

to contact each individual utility. Even city

Notification Systems Act 2012 was that

obstructions—in multiple ways, including

workers who were digging had to make two

anyone digging into the ground, while still

phone, fax, and even in person. It was dif-

separate calls, one to Water and Wastewater

having to comply with the old “Call Before

ficult to get a sense of the scope of requests

and one to Streetlights and Traffic

You Dig” requirement, could now be certain

coming in. Also, while some contractors and

Lights. Confirmation to proceed (or not) with

to reach all utilities by simply calling one

residents knew to call a utility before dig-

the dig then had to come from each separ-

number. The legislation gave all utilities,

ging to make sure they weren’t in danger

ate utility.
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Kimberley Gunn-Brousseau, IT Business

“all clear.” Or if the area identified on a

prior. According to IT Program Manager

Partner for the city’s Environmental Services

map showed that the site was within a cer-

Richard Munro, the system made the

department, says Water and Wastewater was

tain number of metres from infrastructure,

ON1Call interface quite easy to use. The first

often overlooked. “When we didn’t have

a locate must be done.

utility to go live with the new EAM was Water

ON1Call, sometimes people wouldn’t call

During implementation, one challenge

and Wastewater, but it was then connected for

us directly for water and wastewater lines.

was that not only does the City of Ottawa

Traffic and Lighting, using the same inter-

They might call for gas lines and elec-

support users of ON1Call, but its own work-

faces. “As part of the interfacing, we as a

trical lines but wouldn’t call us,” she says.

ers are users of the service; they, too are

corporation like to go into our 311 system

“Now we get all the requests coming in so

required to phone ON1Call before they dig.

first,” he says. “So the actual ON1Call is

we can make sure our infrastructure won’t

“We are actually a user and a back-end

connected to our 311 system directly.” The

be impacted.”

client of the system,” Munro says. “That

interfaces from that system connect back into

ON1Call streamlines the way that

was one thing that made the project a little

IBM Maximo, the system used by Water and

requests come in. Callers have only one

more complicated, and which we had to

Wastewater, and into SAP [another enter-

point of contact to deal with. And because

account for.”

prise application], which is used by Traffic

ON1Call funnels out the locate requests to

and Lighting.

all utilities, the caller receives only one noti-

No Obstacles

fication back.

Once the system was live, ON1Call congratu-

Better and Safer

For municipal workers, the flow of infor-

lated the City of Ottawa on the smoothest

From a business perspective, city staff

mation coming in is now faster and easier

implementation they had ever had. Gunn-

have had to manage an increase in calls

and allows for a more prompt and effect-

Brousseau credits the many people who

as expected. To handle the influx, more

ive response. The city’s 311 operators, who

worked hard to facilitate the transition,

customer service staff were needed last

handle citizen inquiries, also have access to

including partners from ON1Call. “There

summer (and are likely needed again now)

the information about locates that are under-

are a lot of players at the table when you get

because the majority of locates occur in

way. Tracking information is easier because

something like this rolled out,” she says.

warmer weather. “On average we’ve received

a single system serves everyone.

“Water and Wastewater had the technical

about a 400 per cent increase in locate

solution built to feed into our IBM Maximo

requests since we’ve gone live,” Gunn-

How It Works

system, but we also had Traffic and Lighting

Brousseau says.

After the requestor makes the call, one

at the table because they, too, had to comply

of two scenarios will happen. Either the

with ON1Call.”

Aside from the extra calls—which
in a sense were the desired result, any-

requestor receives an “all clear” noti-

The city’s Corporate Communications

way—the change has been very positive.

fication saying it’s okay to dig, or the

department, too, took part in the transi-

The new system improves worker safety

operator will say something like, “We’ll need

tion. A project lead made sure that every-

because by calling ON1Call, a person

to get back to you on x utility.” The utility

one was conveying consistent messages

can more certainly avoid hitting a buried

then has five days to confirm whether there

both in-house and outwardly to citizens.

cable, conduit or pipeline. Public safety

is an obstruction, such as a power line, in

It was also important for Ottawa utilities

also increases when there is less chance

the area.

to liaise with ON1Call to make sure their

of someone hitting a water main, cutting

When the City of Ottawa was setting up to

system and the city’s were communicating

off water services to residents or cutting off

go live, it sent electronic maps to ON1Call

properly. Staff had to be trained on the new

traffic lights.

that showed boundaries around the infra-

processes. All went as planned. Even from

“From a build and roll-out perspective it

structure. So if, for example, someone in

a citizen standpoint there were no issues

was very successful. The technology func-

a rural area of Ottawa were to call today,

or concerns.

tions fantastically,” Gunn-Brousseau says.

ON1Call would look at the address and loca-

Aside from excellent human collabora-

“We went live on time, under projected

tion of the dig and if the area were clear of

tion, the smooth process was also due to

budget, and by utilizing the new technolo-

any infrastructure (which is often the case

the enterprise management system (EAM)

gies that we had available to us the solution

in rural areas), the caller would receive an

implemented by the City of Ottawa two years

works really well.”
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❭❭Feature

MUNICIPAL IT
LEADERS FACE
THE STORMS OF CHANGE

T

HERE WERE ONLY a few

title they happened to hold, these municipal IT

fluid responses to the new business issues that

raised hands when facilitator

leaders are at the forefront of their organiza-

are arising more rapidly every day.

Harry Turnbull asked the assem-

tions, simultaneously responsible for keeping

While presentations ranged from cloud

bled municipal IT leaders how

existing systems running smoothly while also

security to smart cities, the constant through-

many of them had attended all five annual

guiding the growth of the department in the

out the two-day event was the theme of change

Municipal CIO Summits but when he inquired

new directions demanded by staff, council

and the necessity to face it as an opportunity.

how many were attending for the first time,

and residents.

The delegates shared their experiences, out-

the few suddenly became a crowd. In its

To fulfill these responsibilities success-

lining challenges at their own municipality

fifth incarnation, the MISA/ASIM Canada

fully, said Chris Howard, VP Distinguished

and comparing their responses to others’.

Municipal CIO Summit is becoming more

Analyst at Gartner, it’s important for IT

At the “speed-dating” style session on IT

valuable than ever, attracting some 40 muni-

departments to be “part solid and part fluid.”

strategy, in which delegates circulated from

cipal Chief Information Officers, IT Directors,

The fixed, solid systems of the past need to

partner to partner, spending a brief five min-

and Information Systems Managers. Whatever

be maintained, while also allowing for agile,

utes discussing questions posed by facilitator
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Harry Turnbull, the ideas flew thick and fast.

IT leaders was evident in the number of repeat

watch, MISA/ASIM Canada has prospered,

Thoughts on how to be more collaborative

attendees, and the number of newcomers who

as she has overseen the accomplishment of

with the business departments, to overcome

are poised to become regulars. “I will cer-

all the major initiatives of the association’s

the resistance to change in the IT depart-

tainly attend again,” said Carrie Rucska,

Sustainability Plan. Kathryn also serves as

ment and in other sections, to respond to the

attending her first MCIO Summit from the

Chair of the MISA/ASIM Canada National

evolving demands of residents ranged from

City of Peterborough. “I had hoped to get a

Communications Committee, which oversees

the practical (bringing utility bill payments

sense of what’s on people’s radars to make

the production of Municipal Interface, as well

online) to the unexpected (a cemetery search

connections with people who could get me up

as the MISA/ASIM Canada website and other

using GIS data and locating). A session

to speed on the municipal sector. I’ve accom-

association communications. Congratulations

hosted by Tim Lawless of Infotech on “The

plished both.” The unexpected factor, Rucska

to Kathryn who has more than earned this

Next Generation of Municipal IT” shared

added, was the depth of the connections that

distinguished award through her commitment

with delegates the combined challenges of

were forged at the two-day event. “This is a

to the association.

needing to modernize in a climate of reduced

family,” she said. “And I’m looking forward

budgets. At the same time, municipal IT

to being part of that.”

The annual MCIO Summit is a rare opportunity for municipal IT leaders to connect with

leaders are best positioned to provide the

As in a family, MISA/ASIM Canada mem-

peers from across the county, share problems

insights needed for the modernization needed

bers celebrate the accomplishments of their

and solutions, and strategize at a higher level

to reduce costs, engage citizens and staff,

own. At a casual dinner held at the Upper

than most conferences allow. “A lot of issues

and allow for the more open government that

Deck pub on the Halifax harbourfront, MISA/

are being faced by all municipalities,” said

citizens have come to expect.

ASIM Canada awarded its highest honour, the

Keith Barrett, who found that the strategic

Though expectations may be high, so too are

Peter Bennett Award, to Kathryn Bulko of the

discussions among the municipal IT leaders

municipal IT leaders’ abilities to meet them.

City of Toronto. As a MISA/ASIM Canada

present provided guidance as he plans his

“I’m going back to my office feeling inspired,”

member since 1999, Kathryn has served as

municipality’s IT roadmap for the next three to

said first-time attendee Keith Barrett of the

Conference Chair of the MISA Ontario annual

five years. For Barrett, as for so many municipal

City of St. John’s. “I’m trying to take a bit of

conference, president of MISA Ontario,

IT leaders from across Canada, the Municipal

what I’ve learned here and apply it to my day

and President of MISA/ASIM Canada, a

CIO Summit will continue to serve as a valuable

to day.” The value of the Summit to municipal

role which she continues to fill. Under her

marker on the route forward.
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MISA ATLANTIC

CONFERENCE:

RELAUNCH SUCCESS!

D

ESPITE HAVING THE last
speaking position on the
second day of the conference, Cathy Simpson, VP

of Public Sector at T4G and chair of the
New Brunswick Innovation Foundation,
held captive an audience of engaged IT
professionals eager to absorb every bit
of information that was being shared.
Questions were raised throughout her
presentation on “Intelligent and Connected
Cities” that assured Simpson that her
decision to participate in MISA Atlantic’s

Halifax Regional Municipality welcomed MISA members from across Canada

newly relaunched annual conference
was a sound one, and one that she will
make again.
“The speakers were very strong,”
observed Simpson, who made the fourhour drive from her home in Saint John
organizers of the event, “They did a lot of
things right!”
The 2015 conference on the theme of
“Navigating Change” opened in Halifax on
the evening of Tuesday August 11 with a
welcome reception at local heritage venue,
the Alexander Keith’s Brewery. Delegates
enjoyed Maritime music while mingling
throughout the brewery, where staff in
28
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All photos courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

to the Halifax event. She praised the

period dress led tours on the history of
the building and brewing in Halifax.
The following days’ agendas were packed
with educational opportunities for the more
than 150 delegates who came from across
Canada to support MISA Atlantic as it reestablishes its annual event. Todd Burton,
Director of Information Technology with
the City of Brandon, came from Manitoba
with another member of his team to support MISA Atlantic. “It’s a great chance to
network,” he said. “And, at this event, it’s a
chance to meet MISA members I’ve never
met before, and to find out how municipalities on the East Coast are doing things
differently.” Burton, who also attended the
Municipal CIOs Roundtable shared
thoughts on IT’s evolving role

Municipal CIO Summit in the days ahead
of the Atlantic conference, found additional value in being able to attend both
the events together. He had only praise
for the conference organizers and hopes to
be able to attend the conference again in
the future as MISA Atlantic continues to
grow. “I hope it goes really well for them,”
he said.
The Atlantic Conference included
some established conference traditions,
such as the welcoming address from the
mayor of Halifax Regional Municipality,
Mike Savage, who expressed his personal
appreciation for the IT team at Halifax
City Hall, and created some new ones. In
what was surely a MISA first, and may
well have been an IT sector first as well, a

All photos courtesy David Laneville, City of Timmins

poem was crafted and performed to celebrate the conference and the IT professionals attending it. Well-known Nova Scotia
poet and musician Tanya Davis read her
original work, providing an elegant and
innovative opening to the conference.
Keynote addresses from Kirk Weisler,
who describes himself as “Chief Morale
Officer” in the quest for cool workplaces
and Jim Bottomley, who shared stratMaritime music entertained delegates at the conference’s opening event

egies for the age of innovation, inspired
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delegates with new ideas to take home to
their respective municipalities.
Sessions were crowded with attendees,
the 29-vendor trade show attracted delegates as they moved from one event to
another, and the lunch-time lectures added
an extra level of learning, as delegates
could enjoy continuing education while
on their meal break. The social events were
no-less populated: like MISA members
across the country, the MISA Atlantic team
knows how to have a good time. The camaraderie was evident in the buzz of conversation and peels of laughter at Wednesday
evening’s gala dinner, which served up a
generous course of Nova Scotia lobster to
those willing to don their protective plastic bibs and grapple with the crustaceans.
Following the meal, entertainment by a
rousing three-piece band focusing on classic rock covers brought delegates to their
feet on the dancefloor.
MISA Atlantic President Maurice Gallant
was thrilled by the success of the
conference. “The program was superb,
the venue was great, the logistics flowed
without being noticed, entertainment
was fantastic, registration went without a
hitch,” he enthused. “And those volunteers... Wow! I thank them all from the
bottom of my heart.” He also recognized
the contribution of the broader MISA community. “I must say, we were all touched
by how many people from other chapters
supported us in so many ways and how
many of you travelled to attend the conference! MISA Atlantic sure has wind in our
sails now!”
For many delegates from Atlantic
conference in their region and, for some,
the first MISA conference they had ever
attended. It seems clear, however, that
it won’t be the last. Said Jo Marchand,
ITSM Manager with the Halifax Regional
Municipality and MISA first-timer, “There
wasn’t one session that I attended that I
thought I should be someplace else. They
were awesome.”
30
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Canada, this was the first MISA
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❭❭Governance Matters
SMARTER CITIES/
INTELLIGENT COMMUNITIES
As illustrated in their presentation,

replacing dial-up or expensive DSL access

Barcelona has one of the most comprehensive

with something more appropriate for the

smart city initiatives. Barcelona has identified

21st century.

22 program areas — e.g. smart lighting, smart

For instance, I was recently invited to

mobility, smart water, smart urban furniture,

meet with the mayor of a smaller community

smart waste collection, smart tourist destina-

within the Greater Toronto Area. This newly

tion. For each area, Barcelona has identified

elected mayor indicated that when he decided

specific projects (e.g. remote controlled irriga-

to run for office, high-speed Internet access

tion in public parks, smart parking, pneumatic

wasn’t even on his radar as a potential cam-

waste containers, recharging stations for elec-

paign issue. During his campaign, the lack of

tric vehicles) that will contribute to the overall

availability or cost of high-speed access kept

goals. For its approach, Barcelona awarded

coming up in meetings with residents and

By Roy Wiseman,
Executive Director, MISA/ASIM Canada

the 2014 “European Capital of Innovation”

businesses — so much so, that addressing this

prize, which recognizes cities “making major

need has become a key commitment for his

efforts to promote innovation and improving

current term of office. I should emphasize that

I

the quality of their citizens’ lives.”

this community is within the Greater Toronto

WAS RECENTLY asked to moderate a

While Barcelona may have the most com-

Area — and yet the lack of broadband access

series of presentations on “Innovation

prehensive smart city plan, they are not alone.

is still an issue. I can only guess at the chal-

in the Integrated Smart City.” All the

The City of Nice, France, is working with

lenges faced by more remote communities.

presentations were impressive and eye-

Cisco on their “Connected Boulevard,” with

opening, particularly those from Bristol (UK)

sensors installed in everything from street

and Barcelona. (As I write this column, all

lights to parking metres and sidewalks to

presentations, including audio, are still avail-

waste containers. Their smart parking applica-

In the Internet Society’s global rankings,

able at https://icanada150.wordpress.com/).

tion is illustrated in a Cisco video: newsroom.

Canada places 18th, with a fixed broad-

Canadian Broadband Access
in World Rankings

The concept of a Smart City or Intelligent

cisco.com/video-content?type=webcontent&

band penetration rate of 33.2%. (US is 24th

Community has come a long way since it was

articleId=1428210. With such applications,

with a rate of 29.3%.) Canada rates 34th in

first proposed in the late 1990s. With very

Nice expects to reduce traffic congestion by

average download/upload speeds at 24.23

fast broadband or wireless access, ubiquitous

30%, air pollution by 25% and increase park-

and 6.28 megabits/second. (US is 21st at

sensor-based technology and the Internet-of-

ing revenues by 35%.

32.14/9.54.) In fixed broadband affordability,

Things, both Bristol and Barcelona refer to a
City Operating System, monitoring current

Canada’s ranking is 27th, compared to a US

Coming Back Down to Earth

ranking of 12th.

activity in real time and adapting as the situa-

Despite these leading edge examples, for

Clearly, Canada is not among the leaders in

tion requires. In their presentation, IBM uses

many Canadian communities, becoming

any of these measures of broadband or mobile

“Intelligent Operating Centre” to describe

“smart” may simply involve providing broad-

access. Admittedly, Canada faces significant

their initiative in Rio de Janeiro.

band access to their residents and businesses,

geographical challenges in comparison to

32
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Electric Power Board, which operates the

For many Canadian communities, becoming “smart” may simply involve providing broadband access to their residents and
businesses, replacing dial-up or expensive DSL access with
something more appropriate for the 21st century.

network, charges $70 a month for gigabyte
speeds to almost 5,000 customers. Another
55,000 residential customers have opted for
a less expensive, but still very impressive,
100-megabyte service.
Other cities, and even small towns, across
the United States have looked at and con-

some other smaller or more densely popu-

comparison to other OECD Countries — e.g.

sidered emulating the Chattanooga example.

lated countries. However, Canada also lags

Denmark, 100% access to 100 Mb/second

For instance, 22 towns in Massachusetts

well behind many other developed countries

by 2020. Only the United States was setting

recently joined forces to build their own gig-

(e.g. in Scandinavia) with small populations

the bar for broadband access at a similarly

abit fibre network. The state of Maine con-

spread out over significant distances. In addi-

low level — in their case, 4 Mb/second.

sidered establishing a $10 million fund to

tion, geography doesn’t explain the relative

However, in January 2015, the US Federal

support individual initiatives, but ultimately

lack of very high-speed connectivity in our

Communications Commission raised the stan-

included just a budget “marker” of $500 —

major urban centres.

dard for broadband access to 25 megabits

with the suggestion of additional funding in

per second.

future years.

One European Union report suggests that
a 10% increase in broadband penetration can

As another example, the Australian govern-

But perhaps best known are the Google

lead to a growth of 1% - 1.5% in GDP. Given

ment launched in 2011 a $35 billion National

Fiber implementations, initially in Kansas

such projections, Canada cannot afford to

Broadband Network (NBN) to provide, by

City, but since expanded to or announced for

continue to lag in this key factor affecting our

2021, fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP) at speeds

a number of additional cities (Austin, Provo,

global competitiveness. However, our federal

up to 1 gigabyte for 93% of Australians.

Salt Lake City, Atlanta, Nashville, Charlotte,

and provincial governments have been notice-

The Network is being designed, built and

Raleigh-Durham and San Antonio). In Kansas

ably timid in making the necessary invest-

operated on a commercial basis by NBNCo,

City, Google Fibre offers three levels of fibre-

ments and/or providing the types of incentives

established at arm’s length from the govern-

to-the-home Internet service:

that would encourage the private sector to

ment and including both government and pri-

• “Basic” 5 Mbps Service at a one-time instal-

close the gap.

vate sector investment. NBNCo offers only

lation cost of $300 with guaranteed “free”

The recent federal Digital Canada 150

wholesale services, utilizing Retail Service

Strategy set a target that by 2019, over

Providers to resell Internet and other services

98% of Canadians would have access to

to consumers.

fee), including 1 Tb of Google Drive Storage;
• Gigabit+TV for $120/month, includes

“high speed Internet” at 5 megabits per
second — a rate that the Strategy says will

access for seven years;
• Gigabit Service for $70/month (no installation

United States High Speed Initiatives

Gigabit Internet, plus television service

“enable e-commerce, high-resolution video,

Within North America, Chattanooga,

employment opportunities and distance

Tennessee, has become a recent poster-child

In 2012, Time Magazine claimed that

education.” Achieving this level of penetra-

for the Smart Cities movement. With its city-

rather than wanting to be an Internet service

tion would require providing access to an

owned gigabit fibre network, Chattanooga

provider, Google was simply hoping to illus-

additional 280,000 households — and has

and has been recognized by The New York

trate how badly the U.S. had fallen behind in

reportedly already been exceeded by 75,000

Times as having America’s fastest Internet

Internet broadband speed competitiveness —

households. In October of 2014, Industry

access. One video (https://www.youtube.

and to shame the major cable operators into

Canada said that it would fund up to 75% of

com/watch?v=k2k2l5P7gII) includes a quote

improving their service. However, Google has

the cost of projects, under the Connecting

that “there are cows in Sequatchie County

recently said that it is now operating Google

Canadians program, providing incentives to

that have faster Internet than anyone in

Fibre as a viable business, under its new

providers to build and extend digital infra-

San Francisco.”

Alphabet holding company.

Using

funding,

One projection is that Google Fiber could

But as noted by Michael Geist (Digital

Chattanooga built its own fibre network “even

reach 8 million U.S. homes by 2022 at an

Canada 150: Why Canada’s Universal

as larger cities like Atlanta and Nashville

estimated cost of $7 billion. While there have

Broadband Goal is Among the Least Ambitious

wait for provide providers like AT&T and

been rumours, and even a number of petitions,

in the OECD), Canadian targets pale in

Google to roll out comparable service.” The

about bringing Google Fibre to Canada, there

structure in rural areas.

federal

stimulus

including a 2 Tb DVR.
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stepped up to the plate to address capacity

Increasingly, network connectivity is essential to a 21st century
quality of life, whether for recreation and leisure or to support essential services such as remote medicine, diagnostics
and monitoring.

concerns in many communities. And rather
that working with community-based initiatives intended to address the gap, there are
many reports of situations in which they have
attempted to block such initiatives.

Summary

is, as yet, no clear indication that this is in

engineering firms now send “massive

For a smaller community, becoming smart

their plans.

amounts of data” over the network. As

can mean simply ensuring that businesses

another example, Olds College is now issuing

and residents have affordable access to high

Canadian Examples

iPads to every new student and all textbooks

speed Internet and related services, funda-

Notwithstanding any decisions regarding

will be web-based. Before the new network,

mental to attracting and retaining businesses

Google Fibre, there have been a few Canadian

“You couldn’t have a whole class on WiFi at

and allowing individuals to work product-

high-speed network initiatives.

the same time.”

ively from their homes in their communities.

In Olds, Alberta (population 8,500, about

At the other end of the spectrum in

Increasingly, network connectivity is essential

90 kilometres north of Calgary), the non-profit

Canada’s largest city, subscribers in

to a 21st century quality of life, whether for

Olds Institute for Community and Regional

Toronto’s new Waterfront Toronto commun-

recreation and leisure or to support essential

Development received a $2.5 million grant

ities will receive 500 megabit fibre-to-the-

services such as remote medicine, diagnostics

from the Alberta government to plan a high-

home Internet service at an exclusive rate

and monitoring.

speed network connected to the provincial

of $60 per month. This initiative was a key

For larger cities, becoming smart can also

Alberta Supernet and to build a community

factor in Toronto being named the 2014 ICF

mean revolutionary ways of providing muni-

facility at the library, making use of the net-

Intelligent Community of the Year. It will

cipal services, using sensor-based technology

work. They also received a $6 million loan

“allow workers and entrepreneurs in data-

(“Internet of Things”) built into all aspects of

from the town of Olds to build the network

intensive industries, such as film, entertain-

city services (roads, transit, parking, water

to be run by O-Net, a community-owned

ment, and industrial design to create and

supply, waste collection and disposal, pub-

operator.

collaborate from the comfort of their homes.

lic safety, smart homes, telemedicine and

Although the large, commercial Internet

This will establish a new innovation hub

e-learning). To provide but one illustration,

providers were invited to offer their services

and stimulate enduring economic growth to

smart (and eventually driverless) cars will

via the new network, all refused to use a net-

help Toronto remain competitive with other

require a complete rethinking of road signs

work they had not installed themselves. As

world-leading cities.” In addition, the service

and traffic signals. Surely, these will need to

a result, O-Net now offers its own services,

will “change how typical residential custom-

be smart and sensor-based.

including Internet, phone and television ser-

ers use the Internet, with speeds fast enough

For both large and small communities,

vices. Internet-only services are offered at

to download a music album in as little as

becoming an Intelligent Community is mov-

speeds of 20 Mb, 50 Mb, 100 Mb and 1 GB

one second, an hour-long TV show in about

ing from being the preserve of a few elite

for monthly rates of $75, $90, $100 and $120.

3 seconds, and a high definition full-length

communities with visionary leaders — to

Bundles including Internet, home phone and

movie in less than a minute.”

being an essential component of a modern

“standard TV” (over 50 channels) are avail-

As these examples illustrate, very high-

society. CIOs and IT leaders should con-

able, starting at $140/month with the 20 Mb

speed network initiatives can be successful

sider their responsibility for championing

service. Additional television “theme packs”

in both small and large municipalities. There

or supporting such initiatives within their

are available for purchase, similar to offerings

are, of course, many more community-based

own municipality.

from other providers.

network initiatives either implemented or

At the same time, the Government of

The original goal of the project was to

being planned in all parts of the country.

Canada, and of the Provinces and Territories,

attract new businesses and residents. One

While some of these have qualified for fed-

may need to up their game in this area, if

spokesperson indicated that “We had engin-

eral or provincial/territorial funding, many

Canada is to remain competitive. There may

eering companies sending memory chips

others express frustration at the lack of

well be a role for MISA/ASIM Canada and its

by courier because there wasn’t enough

funding/support or slow approval processes.

chapters in lending our support to measures

bandwidth to deal with their stuff.” The

Nor have the major telecommunications

that will address the current gap.
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“ An excellent course for individuals wanting to understand
and practice the skills required to strategically align
information technology with the business.”
Sabina Visser, General Manager, Information Technology,
City of Lethbridge

Transforming IT Professionals into Business Leaders

Become a leader in technology transformation and earn a place at the strategic core of your municipality.

Move from Learning to Leadership

Emerging IT Leader Program

Leaders Beyond education programs enable IT professionals to
become leaders armed with critical real-world skills and expertise,
along with the ability to understand, interpret and respond to the
technology challenges and opportunities of today’s municipalities.

Aspiring IT leaders gain knowledge and skills to step up to a
management role.
An intensive 5-day program, delivered by an outstanding faculty of
real-world experts:

Contact us for details on all the upcoming Leaders Beyond programs:
IT Executive Leader Program

Learn to identify opportunities and build convincing plans to
address them

Advanced IT Executive Effectiveness Program

Gain practical management skills to take a leadership role in IT

Custom programs for IT or business leadership

Develop a collaborative approach for both IT and business
environments

For details, dates and locations please visit
www.LeadersBeyond.com

Learn to move challenges and opportunities into successful outcomes

www.LeadersBeyond.com info@leadersbeyond.com (416) 572-7745

Special rates for MISA members!
Simply check the MISA box when you register at
www.LeadersBeyond.com
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AGL specializes in the implementation of GIS
and Web enabled Asset and Work Management
Systems for local government. Our team has
accumulated a wealth of experience by delivering
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Local Governments throughout North America
and overseas. AGL is also Cartegraph’s Premier
Business Partner and the sole Canadian Distributor
for Cartegraph Solutions. Cartegraph and AGL
have enjoyed a long and mutually beneficial
relationship, spanning more than 15 years.

Your IT resources and budget used to stretch
further than they do now. With today’s
network infrastructure becoming increasingly
complex, choosing your provider is very
important. You want to feel confident you’re
on Saskatchewan’s most advanced networks.
SaskTel is dedicated to providing quality
end-to-end solutions to help you succeed. Our
team of business experts provide 24/7 support
so you can focus on serving your customers
and growing your business.
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Teranet is an international leader in electronic
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of online property search and registration
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Ricoh makes information work for Municipal
Governments in Canada through the deployment of
leading edge technologies and services that help
to enable Information Mobility. It’s about making
sure critical information, no matter the format, is
available to anyone, anywhere, anytime, on any
device. By delivering enterprise cross-repository
search and collaboration tools, workflow
integration, and mobile and cloud enterprise
applications, we help to ensure that government
agencies are ready for a new world of work.

SRA Staffing has been in the Information
Technology consulting business for over
13 years. We have helped several Government
Agencies and Fortune 1000 companies in
their Oracle Applications including PeopleSoft,
JD Edwards and eBusiness implementations,
upgrades and support. We also specialize
in Data Warehouse; Microsoft SharePoint,
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forward to understanding your business and
guarantee to deliver quality consultants for you.

TERRACOM SYSTEMS
6-1369 Stevens Road
West Kelowna, BC V1Z 2S9
Phone: 778-755-5808 Fax: 778-755-5809

Our Mission: to provide technologically superior and
innovative solutions with exceptional quality and service
Our Commitment: to provide outstanding customer care
and quality material installation, guaranteed workmanship
and supreme service

• Partnered with Avigilon and Kantech
• Terracom Systems is BC’s premium
solution for systems integration for the
safety of public, staff and management
• We provide cloud-based solutions for
centralized management of multiple sites
• We provide solutions for life safety
and security
• High definition video surveillance and
access control solutions

• We have the products and solutions to
boost efficiency, reliability, and security
for municipal facilities
• 24 Hour emergency service
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Schools, RCMP Facilities, Commercial and
Industrial sites, and Municipalities such
as the City of Kelowna

www.terracomsystems.com
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